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There is SO much more to you than how you look and what shape 
your body is in! Sometimes we all need reminding.

love the skin you’re in

WORDS SHARON WITT | ILLUSTRATION BERRY2046 – SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

About halfway through my fi nal year 
of high school, I suddenly had an 
epiphany - I may, in fact, look better 
as a blonde! As we grow up, it’s pretty 
standard for us to trial various looks 
and styles. We work out what works 
for us and what, clearly, doesn’t. In my 
case, my dark, curly, often untamed 
hair turned tangerine (it was NOT a 
good look). It was not an experiment I 
was in any hurry to repeat, as I waited 
the months for it to grow out.

It’s not easy to grow up in today’s world 

being confi dent and content with the 

person you are and comfortable with the 

skin you’re in.  This can be particularly 

challenging in this culture of high 

volume social media use, the infl ux 

of advertising, magazine covers and 

thousands of images we are bombarded 

with on any given day. The message so 

constantly portrayed to us is – ‘your body 

is your currency!’ – your worth and value 

is in how you look and whether you 

promote the latest style of clothing and 

have that perfect body!

Well here’s the real deal! Listen up!

You are NEVER going to have the perfect 

body. There is no perfect body. To be 

happy in your own skin, you need to let 

yourself off  that hook. I mean it! Stop 

comparing yourself to the highlight reels 

of people’s lives on social media. Many of 

the images you are comparing yourself 

to, are images that people have cropped, 

fi ltered and uploaded after a great deal    

of eff ort. 

Recently, a reality television star uploaded 

an image to her social media following. It 

was plain, free of makeup, and depicted 

her as she really is – bags under her eyes, 

pimple on her chin and hair pulled back 

in a messy ponytail.  This was such a 

defi ning post for many of her followers, 

as so many girls play the compare and 

despair game – a game where nobody 

really wins.

So how can we learn to love the skin 

we’re in? How can we develop a love and 

appreciation for the body that we have?

Firstly, understand that we all have 

diff erent body shapes and sizes, a lot of 

which boils down to genes. Yes, we need 

to look after our body. 

Ensure that you fuel it with 
healthy and nutritious foods 

and get yourself out there and 
exercise, but don’t let your body 

become your obsession.

It’s important to know many of the 

images you see each day (including 

those on social media) have been digitally 

altered. Most advertising images have 

had between 40-45 changes made to the 

body. This includes removing pimples 

and blemishes, altering skin, hair and eye 

colour, removing wrinkles, and reducing 

hips, thighs and tummy areas. Although 

many magazines are aiming to be more 

transparent about the enhancements 

they make to images, you still need to 

be aware that not much goes to print 

without a little touching up.

Concentrate on being the best YOU.

Some of the most beautiful and inspiring 

girls I know are truly gorgeous, not for 

their outward appearance, but because 

they are shining brightly from the inside 

out. What are your passions? What things 

bring you the greatest joy and give you 

energy? Maybe it’s writing songs, playing 

sport, creating art or being with friends. 

When we are doing things we love and 

are passionate about, our real beauty 

cannot help but shine.

‘Always be a fi rst rate version of yourself, 

instead of a second rate version of 

someone else’ - Judy Garland

I’ll leave you with this – my favourite 

quote. A reminder to be ourselves – as 

everyone else is already taken.



win the morning

WORDS DANI CRIPPS | PHOTOGRAPHY ASIFE – SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Some mornings the moment I open 
my eyes I feel rubbish. There can be a 
wave of stress from out of the blue or 
a negative thought that buries itself 
into my brain. Whatever it is, I am not 
feeling good about myself, or this day, 
or being myself, out of bed, on this day. 

We all have days like this, and it sucks. 

But our days don’t ever have to be lost 

causes. There’s always something we can 

do to salvage our days from the pooper 

and turn them around. Feelings are not 

always facts and how you feel can be 

shifted with these handy hints to help 

you win the morning!

PACK A MENTAL SUITCASE 
This exercise is super helpful to help settle 

your anxious mind. Visualise yourself 

putting all the things running across 

your mind into a suitcase. One by one - 

pick up the thought, phrase or image and 

see yourself letting it go once it’s inside 

the case. Then - imagine zipping and 

locking it up and putting it by the door or 

in a cupboard. You can choose to unpack 

and examine them later or leave them 

there for good. You do have control over 

your thoughts!

TAKE A MOMENT
Even if you are the busiest of bees, be 

still for a second, to centre yourself and 

get ready for action. Sit down or stand 

and close your eyes, breathe deeply and 

remind yourself of who you are and 

where you’re heading today.

LOOK IN THE MIRROR AND SAY 
NICE THINGS 
You don’t need Shia LeBouf yelling at 

you to get motivated. Be your own Shia 

LeBouf! It might feel a bit silly, but look 

in the mirror and tell yourself things that 

are positive and true. ‘I am beautiful!’ 

‘I am worthwhile!’ ‘I am capable!’ Your 

self-talk is powerful and can redirect 

your day.

DANCE!
Put on your favourite tune to get down to 

and bust a move! You’ll get the endorphins 

fl owing and it is super fun. It’s pretty hard 

to stay stressed or unhappy when you’re 

getting your groove on.

You have much more infl uence over 

your mind and your feelings than you 

may think. Put some of these babies 

into practice so they’re ready to go when 

you need them. Now, go out and win                

the morning!



You have been invited by Chloe, the 
most popular girl in your year, to hang 
out with her and two of her friends 
at the movies and the shops on the 
weekend. You are super excited, you 
have been wishing this would happen 
for months and now that it fi nally has, 
you don’t know what to wear, what to 
say, how to act. Will they like you?

You arrive at the movies right on time 
and fi nd the girls waiting for you. You 
buy a big tub of popcorn and enjoy 
the movie together. As you exit the 
cinema, some hot guys from school 
are queueing for the next movie. Chloe 
starts fl irting with the guys and you 
join in. Mid conversation, you see a 
good friend from school approach. 
You’re about to say hi and give her a 
hug but Chloe gives you the look that 

says “Don’t even think about it!” and 
turns her back on your friend, totally 
shutting her out.

Now cue the ‘Choose Your Own 
Adventure’ part of the story! 

You look at your friend, then at Chloe, 

and you have a second to think. What do 

you choose to do? 

ENDING #1: 
You turn your back on your friend, fl irt 

away, and end up walking around the 

shops all afternoon, excited that you have 

these new friends but feeling guilty inside 

for not acknowledging your friend.

ENDING #2: 
You smile at your friend and go back to 

listening to the guy rave on about his 

hotted up car that you don’t really care 

anything about. Once the guys go into 

the movies, you are bored and wondering 

if being cool is really all it’s cracked up to 

be. The girls are nice on the surface but 

all they do all afternoon is judge everyone 

that you walk past and they aren’t even 

that nice to each other. You even fi nd 

yourself joining in which is totally out of 

character for you.

ENDING #3: 
You go up and hug your friend and have 

a nice chat. When you turn around to 

go back to Chloe, she is nowhere to be 

found. You feel rejected and hurt, but 

after a while you realise that people 

who want you to be mean to someone 

you care about are probably only going 

to treat you meanly one day. So you go 

hang out with your friend and have 

fun taking crazy selfi es and eating ice     

cream together.

WORDS GRETCHEN MITCHELL – PSYCHOLOGIST  | PHOTOGRAPHY LOLOSTOCK – SHUTTERSTOCK.COM 

ILLUSTRATOR BALABOLKA – SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

why do we do what we do?



I’m sure you’ve all seen this scenario 
play out a hundred diff erent ways 
before and of course we can see that 
ending #3 is probably for the best. But 
why does this keep happening?

I think that some of the reasons that we 

don’t live according to our values or keep 

healthy boundaries are because we are:

1. scared of being alone, losing love or 

being abandoned (e.g. staying with a guy 

who treats you bad because you can’t 

imagine you could do any better).

2. afraid of someone getting angry at 

us (e.g. not challenging the guy driving 

you home when you know he’s had too 

much to drink because you’re afraid he’ll 

get angry or violent).

3. afraid of being considered not nice – 

believing that being nice always means 

saying yes (e.g. agreeing to let your friend 

sew your formal dress even though she 

has never made anything you like).

4. feeling guilty (e.g. avoiding a friend 

because you talked about her behind    

her back).

5. obligated to repay someone else 

because they were nice to you once (e.g. 

sending the guy who stood up for you in 

class last week photos of your breasts ‘cos 

he  asked nicely).

6. needing approval, because you don’t 

yet approve of yourself (e.g. buying those 

tight jeans you couldn’t aff ord because 

the sales woman said they looked hot    

on you).

*the six reasons are modifi ed from the book 

“Boundaries” by Cloud and Townsend

You might like to think about which 
reason/s would explain the behaviour 
chosen in each of the three ‘Choose 
your own adventure’ endings. As you 
contemplate, can you see whether you 
have ever made choices motivated by 
those six fears or obligations? 

I know I have. I have struggled to tell a 

friend the truth because I am afraid they 

will withdraw their love from me (1). I 

have given money to charities that I don’t 

believe in or can’t aff ord because I felt 

obligated by guilt (5). Sometimes I don’t 

discipline my kids because I am afraid 

they will get angry and scream at me and 

I don’t like that (2). 

Being able to stand our ground and live 

life our way, not motivated by fear or 

obligation, can at times, be diffi  cult. It is 

my hope that as you consider the reasons 

why you make the decisions you do that 

you can start to challenge yourself to 

think and act diff erently. 

You can choose to accept yourself 
for who you are, regardless of 
what others think of you, and 
begin to live more authentically. 

I know that’s what I’m aiming for!



Ever get the feeling that nice guys are like gold, they must be hidden somewhere and you 
have to sift  through all this dirt to get to them? Well here is a peek into the romances of 

some great guys and girls who are learning to love and be loved. 

golden boys

 ILLUSTRATION MS MOLOKO – SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

LIZ (DATING OWEN)

I am not the kind of lass who loves the 

idea of movies and dinner as a date night. 

Owen, who loves fi lms, caught wind of 

this early on in our relationship. After 15 

months of dating, he still has not resorted 

to taking me on a movie and dinner 

date. There have been many occasions 

we’ve snuggled on the couch whilst he 

reads aloud a book I’m enjoying, when 

I am sure he’d rather watch a fi lm. He 

notes my preferences and puts them 

above his own which certainly doesn’t                              

go unnoticed.

I fi nd it diffi  cult to share my thoughts and 

feelings when Owen and I are having 

important,‘this-has-big-implications’    

kind of discussions. I often freak out 

at the intensity of my emotions and 

thoughts, retreat into myself and attempt 

to joke around as a diversion tactic. The 

other day we were having one such 

conversation. I started to do my freak-

out, retreat-into-myself, make-a-joke 

routine. He held me gently and said, 

“You’re retreating, stay with me and 

talk to me. I want to know what you’re 

thinking and feeling”. Although I found 

it diffi  cult to voice my emotions, I felt 

so loved in that moment because he 

had noticed and was intentional about 

drawing me out.

The other day, I was working late. Owen 

showed up with dinner. We sat in my 

offi  ce eating sushi for 10 minutes before 

I had to go on to another meeting. He 

had driven across town at the end of 

a long work day. That, my friends, is                       

true romance!

Owen told me recently that his favourite 

thing to do is sit on the couch with his 

arm around me, simply holding me. My 

heart turned to molten lava (please note: 

this isn’t scientifi cally possible, however I 

failed to fi nd a more adequate description 

of what my heart was doing).

We recently spent our holidays in a city 

Owen doesn’t like in order to spend time 

with my family who he didn’t know well. 

He put in an immense eff ort to get to 

know them. He came along to several 

restaurants because he knows we are all 

massive foodies; he was intentional in 

engaging with them, and spent hours at 

the hospital listening to my Grandad’s 

navy stories. By the end of our holiday he 

and my older brother got on so well I felt 

like the third wheel!



DANI (MARRIED TO WILL)

All through our relationship, Will has been 

respectful of my physical boundaries. 

I didn’t want to kiss for a few months 

when we started dating, and rather than 

make this a big deal, he took it as an 

opportunity to get to know me without 

the physical stuff  getting in the way. Will 

consistently showed me that he liked my 

mind as much as any other part of me 

and we had lots of deep discussions and 

debates about big ideas.

Will and I really enjoy board games and 

they’ve been a bit of a theme in our 

relationship. When we were getting to 

know each other, Will created a card 

game called Dealbreakers, which was 

based on a TV show we both liked. It 

involved us asking each other questions 

and reacting to the other person’s 

answers  with  quirky memes. 

The fi rst birthday gift Will gave me was 

a game he created, inspired by all of my 

favourite board games and trivia about 

me! He organised for some of my close 

pals to come over and play it for the fi rst 

time, which was super fun.

Will and I didn’t stop dating each other 

when we got married. We go on dates 

every week – Will makes sure it’s at the 

top of our priority list. It makes me feel 

loved that Will values time with me so 

much. We take turns planning dates and 

go on lots of adventures!

Will shows me so much love when 

I’m unwell. The last time I was sick he 

brought me medicine, made me healthy 

juices and reminded me that I was 

beautiful even though I was gross and 

sweaty with a yucky fever. 

TYLA (DATING BEN)

I’m a quirky person and sometimes 

I worry it’s a little too much, but my 

boyfriend Ben not only puts up with my 

quirks but chooses to love me, quirks and 

all, because they are a part of me. But 

sometimes choosing to love each other 

means more than accepting someone’s 

quirks. It means choosing to respond 

gently and patiently rather than reacting 

with the anger and frustration you may 

rightly feel. It means guarding against 

the selfi shness that creeps in so often. 

Ben has chosen to lay down any 

frustration he has and put me fi rst so 

many times, which makes me feel loved 

and respected and builds my trust in him. 

One time, I had to work an early morning 

shift, which I was absolutely dreading. 

When I pulled into the driveway of my 

workplace that morning, I found a sleepy 

Ben holding my favourite coff ee in one 

hand, and a whole lot of selfl essness 

in the other. He decided to choose my 

wellbeing over his well-deserved sleep in! 

JESS (MARRIED TO JOSH)

I am so grateful for Josh’s commitment 

to learn to love and understand me better 

each day. He works so diligently to listen 

to me and my needs. And even though 

he isn’t perfect (who is?) I so appreciate 

him wanting to connect with me as we 

grow together as two individuals.

He loves me in plenty of ways, buying me 

fl owers, providing for me fi nancially and 

working with perseverance as we prepare 

for our fi rst baby. He knows I’m not 

hugely materialistic, so he doesn’t always 

shower me with gifts, but he displays his 

love in thoughtful ways and by taking 

me out on little day adventures. He is my 

gardening buddy, my frisbee-throwing 

friend, my road trip companion and my 

incredibly romantic chef in the kitchen. 

He’s my greatest friend, whom I have 

the honour of calling my husband, and 

whose growing love I get to experience 

every day.  



Valleygirl Valleygirl 
Camo jacket $49.95Camo jacket $49.95

Cream top $9.95  Cream top $9.95  
Denim jeans $39.95 Denim jeans $39.95 

Bag $19.95 Bag $19.95 
 Sunglasses $12.95  Sunglasses $12.95 
Cap, Model’s ownCap, Model’s own

Famous FootwearFamous Footwear
Ayoka boot, $49.95Ayoka boot, $49.95



Daydreaming about what you’re going to get up to these holidays? Festivals can be 
mad fun! The live music... food stalls... the contagious energy of it all! We have some 

tips on how to make the most of your festival fun.

festival survival kit

WORDS HENRIETTA LEE | PHOTOGRAPHY JESS PEARSON | ILLUSTRATIONS KATE LUND

STYLING VITA ADAM | HAIR & MAKEUP JAY, ACADEMY OF DESIGN | LOCATION NOBBY’S BEACH, GOLD COAST

MAKE LIKE A GIRL GUIDE AND          
BE PREPARED
Get a good sleep the night before. Slip, 

slop, slap. If you’re wearing makeup 

go for product you can sweat in, wear 

comfortably all day and which has some 

extra SPF worked in. Stay hydrated! Wear 

appropriate clothing for that time of 

year. Dress for comfort. Looking nice is 

important, but it is hard to look nice when 

your face is screwed up in pain from 

blisters on your feet and a mega-wedgie 

up your bum. Go for closed in shoes to 

protect your feet, and wear in new shoes. 

Wear a top-notch bra, especially if you 

know you’re prone to jumping around. At 

the end of the day you’re there for your 

friends and the music – don’t let your 

style get in the way of that.

MAKE A GAME PLAN
 Look at the map and read up on the line-

up. Talk with your friends and make a 

rough list of the things you’re keenest 

for. Leave room for spontaneity but get 

your must-sees locked in and have a plan 

for any clashes (split the group and meet 

back up here after). Designate a meeting 

spot if you get separated or lost, and even 

scheme up a gang cry (ka-ka!) to help you 

fi nd each other again.

CHOOSE YOUR FRIENDS WISELY
You’ll have the best time if you’re with the 

right (trustworthy) people! You want to 

be with a group of mates you know have 

your back and won’t ditch you. People 

who care about you having a good time 

as well as themselves. Friends who will 

come watch your favourite band as well 

as their own, and be dancing alongside 

you. Write down each other’s mobiles 

numbers. Take a portable phone charger 

if you can.

LOOK AFTER PEOPLE
The community feeling of festivals 

can be amazing, and you play a part 

in that! It is OK to talk to strangers and 

make new friends (as long as your old 

friends are right there with you!). If you 

see someone who is lost or upset, who 

has hurt themselves or been ditched by 

their group – stop and ask if they’re OK. 

Imagine if it was you in distress, and 

nobody helped. It may take fi ve minutes 

or half an hour but you could make a big 

diff erence to someone’s day by reaching 

out and getting them to the appropriate 

people – medical tent, security, etc.

KEEP IN MIND 
...whenever you get a big bunch of people 

together, there are bound to be some bad 

eggs in the mix. Most people are lovely, 

and many are harmless but you can bet 

there will be a few sneaky creeps and 

bullies, as well as people who are just 

careless and self-focused there too. As 

much as possible, have your radar on and 

steer clear of these!

The other dark underbelly of festivals 

is illegal substances and underage 

drinking. You may be tempted by things 

you weren’t expecting, so it is smart to 

think about how you might respond 

in advance. You don’t need substances 

to have fun! There is enough energy, 

food and sugary drinks available to fuel 

your adventures. A festival environment 

can be wild and uncontrolled and 

using substances could put you in an 

incredibly vulnerable position with 

consequences you would never want for 

yourself or your friends. Take care and                                       

stay classy, chikas!

With all this in mind, you’re set for 
a festival of a time!

OUR FESTIVAL LOVER

MOLLY MAY WILLIAMS, 16
Reel Management

I moved to Australia from Britain 

when I was four. When I have 

spare time I like to hang out with 

my friends, bake, go to the movies, 

walk and listen to music. I love all 

sorts of music but especially pop, 

RnB and 90’s music.

WE FOUND SOME UNDERAGE WE FOUND SOME UNDERAGE 

FRIENDLY FESTIVALS AND GIGS FRIENDLY FESTIVALS AND GIGS 

FOR  YOUR HOLIDAY FUN!FOR  YOUR HOLIDAY FUN!

Come Together 

Sydney - June

Riverboats Music Festival

Victoria – February

HyperFest 

Western Australia – February

Forest Edge Festival

Victoria – March

BluesFest 

Byron Bay - April

Brass in the Grass 

Darwin – May

Beyond Festival 

Canberra – September 

Originals Music Festival

Sunshine Coast – November

Melbourne Music Week

Melbourne – November

Woodford Folk Festival

Sunshine Coast – December



Denim skirt $29.95 
Sunglasses $12.95 

 Pink Bomber jacket 
$49.95 | Cold shoulder 

ribbed top $24.95  
from Valley Girl

Pasco boot $39.99 
from Famous 

Footwear

Shirt dress $39.95 
Necklace $12.95 

Jewelled fl ats $24.95 
from Vallery Girl 



AS TOLD TO HENRIETTA LEE | PHOTOGRAPHY JESS PEARSON | STYLING VITA ADAM 

 HAIR & MAKEUP VANIA, ACADEMY OF DESIGN | LOCATION MUDGEREEBA, GOLD COAST

McKenna’s mum is a blonde-haired, 
blue-eyed Australian, her father is a 
dark-skinned, brown-eyed African 
American. They met at the Seoul 
Olympics in 1988. McKenna, their 
one and only gorgeous girl, was born               
in Tennessee.

While McKenna was still a baby the 
family moved to Hawaii. They lived 
on a military base where McKenna 
remembers a supportive, tight-knit 
community of families, swimming with 
turtles, snorkelling, hula and climbing 
volcanoes. She still feels a connection 
to the Hawaiian way of life.

When I was six we moved to Australia. My 

parents wanted to raise me here, where 

my mum had family and the schools 

were good. I was a confi dent, friendly 

little girl but moving countries was a big 

change. I was the only kid in my new 

school with African American heritage. 

I made some good friends but I also got 

teased about my hair being so unusual, 

and my being a bit curvier.

I struggled a lot with my hair. My mum 

couldn’t help much because it was 

so diff erent to her own. I researched 

intensely to discover how to look after 

and style it. I now know many weird 

things about hair and have developed an 

interest in makeup and fashion too.

I didn’t have the best luck with friends at 

school. Whenever I did make a friend they 

would eventually move away or move 

schools. In high school I became a fl oater 

– I was friendly with everybody but didn’t 

let many people get too close. I had my 

cousins who lived nearby though, and I 

am lucky to have a great family.

Somehow I got through school without 

letting the teasing and lack of close 

friends defi ne me. I also played basketball 

and fuelled a passion for health and 

fi tness, passed on from my family. I just 

had to hope that it was going to get better, 

and it did. I have learnt to take certain 

things people say with a grain of salt.

Since fi nishing school I have made 

some new friends and reconnected 

with a few old ones. I have become a lot 

more comfortable in my own skin. I fi nd 

myself being less of a people pleaser. I 

think I used to change my personality for 

people, but I do that less now, which I am 

happy about. I choose to believe that I am 

worthwhile as I am.

I recently travelled to America 
and on that trip I happened to 
meet some really interesting, 

full-of-life people and it helped 
me realise I wasn’t alone, I am 
not stuck, and there are many 

great people in the world.

 It was so refreshing to step out of my 

usual world. I want to keep getting myself 

out there, go join a new class, and really 

make the most of my life. On days off  I 

like to go to the beach and do something 

instead of staying home watching TV.

Right now I am halfway through my 

dual degree in Communications and 

Journalism. I like talking to people and 

hearing their stories. I’ve always loved 

to write. I am looking into going back to 

America on exchange. I hope to travel 

more, and start a blog to get myself 

writing constantly. Maybe I will do a little 

modelling too!

McKenna you are stunning. More than 
that, you are gentle, patient, strong and 
fun! We are looking forward to seeing 
all you will do and become. Go get ‘em!

We love McKenna’s style. She doesn’t take herself too seriously. She is open about her struggles but her 
strength shines through. McKenna is 18. She lives on the Gold Coast. This is a little of her story.

this is mckenna lea



JIMY Ferrari Formal, “Cannes” suit hire $266 incl. shoes

SARAH Forever New, Lydia prom dress $199.99  Famous 
Footwear, Needit heel $49.99 | Forever New, Erin 

embellished clutch $49.99 | Colette, Cluster ring $12.99 
Colette, Drop earrings $14.99



MCKENNA That Shop, 
Fatale pencil sequin dress 
$259 | Famous Footwear, 

Lantana heel $69.99 | That 
Shop, No mercy handbag 
$79 | Colette, Bead stretch 

bracelet $12.99 | Twist chain 
bracelet $12.99 | Black bead 

stretch bracelet $14.99 
Velvet choker $8.99



ZAMARA That Shop, Elizabeth in Butterfl y 
garden Dress $209 | Tulle petticoat $99 each, 

That Shop, “cutie” pump $99 | That Shop, Mimi 
clutch, mint $59 | That Shop, MSK double rose 

hair piece $22.95 | Colette, Ring $9.99



JORDAN Ferrari Formal, “Calais” 
suit hire $266 incl. shoes

GRACE Forever New, Ayana Tier 
High neck dress $179.99 | Famous 

Footwear, Bronte heel $59.99 
| Forever New, Piper Sparkle 

clutch $39.99 | Colette, Leaf cry 
headband $14.99 | Colette, Bead 

necklace $19.99



When I was ten years old, my mum’s 
best friend drove my little brother and 
me to our Grandma’s house at around 8 
o’clock on a Tuesday night. Something 
was up – something felt strange. It was 
a school night – and why weren’t Mum 
or Dad driving us?

Have you ever had your world turned 

upside down? As though last night 

everything was sweet, then all of a 

sudden, today just brings a whole heap of 

uncertainty and heartache? That Tuesday 

night was one of those times.

My gut instinct was bang on. An hour 

after we arrived at Grandma’s house, our 

mum walked in and sat us down on the 

couch to tell us that she and Dad were 

separating – they weren’t going to be 

married anymore.

In that one sentence, my world came 

crashing down around me. What does 

she mean they’re separating? They love 

each other! We’re a family! This doesn’t 

happen to my family!

So… What if you’re going through this 

right now? What if you went through 

this heartache years ago but it still hurts? 

Well, babe, you’re not alone – I hear 

you. I remember the devastation like it 

happened yesterday.

All of the painful feelings and thoughts 

are because you are grieving, and you 

have every right to be feeling them. It’s 

so important that you let yourself grieve. 

You are going through a huge loss.

Grief happens when you lose 
something you held dear. 

Although you don’t necessarily 
lose either of your parents when 
they separate, you have lost the 
family that was, and will need to 
adjust to a new reality of how 

your family works. 

Part of the process of adjusting to a 

new normal can involve grieving what          

was lost.

Grief is one of those things that can go 

on for a while, and it involves all kinds of 

emotions. First we don’t believe that it’s 

happening. Then we might feel angry, 

we’ll feel sad, we may feel relieved (and 

feel guilty about that), we may try to help 

our parents work it through, or feel like if 

we did something better or diff erent they 

might get back together. Sometimes we’ll 

feel more than upset, we’ll feel depressed. 

I went through ALL of these emotions!

HERE ARE A COUPLE OF TIPS THAT 
HELPED ME:

Spend some time making your 

bedroom, or your half of the bedroom (if 

you share) at both Mum and Dad’s house 

your special sanctuary. It’s so important 

for us girls to have a bedroom that we 

love and can retreat to when we need 

some time and space. 

  Art! However that looks for you – 

painting, taking photos, scrapbooking, 

journalling, writing songs – art is a super 

broken homes, brave hearts
Let yourself grieve

powerful way to help us express exactly 

what we’re feeling inside when we’re not 

ready to talk about it. 

  Movement. I’m not talking about 

whipping yourself into a fi tness frenzy. 

I’m talking about dancing, stretching, 

breathing deeply, nurturing the outside 

of you when the inside of you is hurting. 

Miss Swift was on to something when 

she suggested we sometimes need to 

‘shake it off ’.

All of us have the inbuilt human desire to 

grow up in a family that stays together. 

You’re not unreasonable for wanting 

that or being devastated that you no 

longer have that. Let yourself grieve, give 

yourself time. Let yourself sleep, give 

in to the chocolate staring at you in the 

cupboard, take a walk just to clear your 

head, ask for a hug when you need one, 

turn the music up really loud. Be kind to 

yourself, and if you can, try to be kind 

to your parents (and siblings), because 

they’re probably hurting too. Nobody sets 

out to split up.

Eventually, through some miracle, you 

will accept your new normal, your heart 

will heal and you will be able to embrace 

the new journey that you’re on. Growing 

up with divorced parents doesn’t mean 

your life has to be anything less than 

you’ve always dreamed it to be. Take it 

from me – although diffi  cult at times, you 

will rise above this, and you will grow into 

a resilient, strong and compassionate 

young woman because of it, with an 

incredibly brave heart.
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When I was fi ve I watched my parents 
and my once-whole home get torn 
in two. I felt lost and I blamed myself. 
From then until I was eighteen, I was 
constantly shifted between the two 
homes. Some of my stuff  was at Mum’s 
place and the other half at Dad’s. My 
friends never knew which house I 
would be at to visit me, so I stopped 
wanting friends over.

Mum and Dad kept a civil relationship 

while we were young, but as we got older 

they became colder with each other until 

now, not talking at all. I was very angry 

towards my parents for making my 

brother and me grow up this way and my 

attitude towards them became quite ugly.

Even though this experience was 
diffi  cult and sometimes lonely, 

there were a couple of diff erent 
things for me to fi nd joy in. I just 

had to look for them.

It sounds simple, cliché even, but 

enjoying the little things is what really 

helped me fi nd joy in this brokenness... 

moments when my parents did talk 

with each other... or when they put 

Look for joy in the cracks

their diff erences aside to celebrate our 

birthdays and holidays... or when a friend 

had their parents split and I was able 

to support them because I understood 

their pain. Choosing to focus on these 

moments helped me live joyfully instead 

of letting my ugly attitude rule my life.

Diamonds aren’t found just lying along 

the bank, they are searched for and then 

dug out. When I looked for the good in 

my situation, my whole attitude shifted 

and even though it was still diffi  cult at 

times, I was able to fi nd shafts of light 

cutting through that dark time.




